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AGRICULTURE, FOOD & NATURAL RESOURCES

Seth McKee P’16
Land Conservation Director
Scenic Hudson, Inc.

Mike Quincy ’89 *
Automotive Specialist
Consumer Reports

Amelia Strauss
Sales & Marketing Coordinator
Health Monitor Network

ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION

Leah Margolis Nathan ‘04
Interior Designer
Leah Margolis Design, LLC

John Onderdonk ’89
Associate Partner
Mosaic Associates

David Rosen P’17
Partner
Rosen Group Architecture

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION

Nancy Amo P’15
New York Chief Operating Officer
The Nature Conservancy

Pasquale (Pat) Colombo P’11
Entrepreneur

Corey Jarecki ’11 *
Management Consultant – Senior Associate,
Financial Services Strategy
Pricewaterhouse Coopers

Jennifer Kercull
Recruiter
Stewart’s Shops Corporation

Emma Marshall ‘16
VP for Public Relations and Networking
SGA – Women in Business

C. Jerome Mopsik ’06
Business Analyst
Pet Partners LLC

Sarah Rosen P’17
Director of Development
NJTV Public Media

Bonnie Stofer M.A.L.S. ‘08
Executive Recruiter
The Chase Group
Owner
Shift Course Consulting & Coaching

Maggie Sullivan ’95
Manager, Human Capital Management
Capital District Physicians Health Plan

ARTS, AUDIO / VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS

David Edelstein P’18
Managing Director
Eyeball

Jim Gipe P’18
Owner
Pivot Media, Inc.

Benj Gleeksman ’96
Senior Art Director
Cengage Learning

Rich Green P’15
Media Rights Literary Agent – Motion Picture and Television
Self-Employed

Holly Lloyd P’17
Lighting Technical Director
Disney/Pixar

Ralph Pascucci
President
Myriad Productions
EDUCATION & TRAINING

Susan Siegal P’18
Education Consultant
Self-Employed

Richard Mizenko
Principal Engineer
BMPC - KAPL

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Kenneth A. Freirich ’90
President
Health Monitor Network

HEALTH SCIENCE

Dr. Joshua A. Boyce ’81
Director, Inflammation and Allergic Disease
Research Section, Division of Rheumatology, Immunology and Allergy
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Albert L. Sheffer Professor of Medicine in the Field of Allergic Disease
Harvard Medical School

FINANCE

Tom Bieber P’17
Senior Vice President
State Street Corporation

Tim Cowan P’18
Director, Health Index Initiative
MaineHealth

Gail M. Dudack ’70 P’11
US Equity Strategist
Dudack Research Group

Kyrin Dunston P’17
Functional Medicine
Self-Employed

Bill Haydon ’06
Portfolio Manager
Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network

Dr. Etta Eskridge P’15
Director of Palliative Care
Westchester Medical Center

Peter Mintz P’15
President
Fleetwood Research

Terrance Fina ’84 P’18
Physician Assistant
Locum Tenens

Adena Smith P’15
First Vice President – Investment
Wells Fargo Advisors

Denise Nicastro
Associate Director
American Diabetes Association

Donna Smolens P’16
Co-Head US Primary Research and Due Diligence Team
Portfolio Advisors, LLC

Diego Reinerio ’12 *
Research Assistant
Massachusetts General Hospital

GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Sarah Barish, Esq. P’15
Principal and CEO
Energy Power Resources Associates
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law
Brooklyn Law School

Claire Weber P’15
Consultant

Craig Cloud P’18
Minister Counselor for Management Affairs
U.S. Department of State

Dr. Robert Weinstein, MD P’17
MD/President
Mystic Medical Group

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM

Hannah Duncan
Assistant Program Director
Silver Bay YMCA
HOSPITALITY & TOURISM CONTINUED

Jessica Munson '11 *
Administrative Coordinator
National Museum of Dance

Patrick Noyes
Director
Putney Student Travel

HUMAN SERVICES

Ellen Butowsky P’16
Associate Director for Training & Staff Development
Prevent Child Abuse New York

Elliot Greene P’18
Program Evaluation Specialist
NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

Eric Guanay
State Resiliency Corps
American Red Cross

Amy Loewenberg P’18
Director of Services for Older Adults
Lutheran Family Health Centers – CBP

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Cindy Chock P’18
Electronic Medical Record Reporting Manager
Santa Clara County Health and Hospital Systems

Robert Gulian P’15
Digital Capabilities Owner
Benchmark Education Company

INTERNATIONAL OPTIONS

Eliza Camire
Program Manager, Off-Campus Study & Exchanges
Skidmore College

Elliot Cresswell
Returned Peace Corps Volunteer
Peace Corps

Ilene Tillman
Northeast Regional Director
Cultural Embrace by API

LAW, PUBLIC SAFETY, CORRECTIONS & SECURITY

Christopher Amato ’78 *
Staff Attorney
Earthjustice

Edward Dartley P’16
Of Counsel
Pepper Hamilton LLP

Kalyan “Kal” Das P’18
Head of Global Bank and Institutional Finance & Restructuring Practice Group
Seward & Kissel, LLP

Candace Matson P’17
Partner
Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton, LLP

Andrew Rainer P’18
Litigation Director
Public Health Advocacy Institute

MARKETING, SALES & SERVICE

Alicia Jones
Executive Assistant
FairWinds Partners

Maya McNulty
Owner
Up IN Your Business

Laura Nicolella
Coordinator
Aflac

Amy Peters
District Coordinator
Aflac

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS

Carrie Fraser P’18
Former Assistant Dean
Dartmouth College Thayer School of Engineering
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING &
MATHEMATICS CONTINUED

Steve Hanagan  
*Operations Plant Manager*  
GE Healthcare

Michael Harrison  
*Advanced Manufacturing Engineering Manager*  
GE Healthcare

Paul Janiszewski  
*Production Business Team Leader*  
GE Healthcare

Rick Rest, PhD P’18  
*Professor, Microbiology & Immunology; Director, Professional Development & Postdoctoral Affairs*  
Drexel University College of Medicine

Donald Walker P’18  
*Associate Vice President*  
AECOM

* UNABLE TO JOIN US FOR CAREER JAM DUE TO A PROFESSIONAL CONFLICT
AGRICULTURE, FOOD, & NATURAL RESOURCES: **FUNCTION – LAND CONSERVATION**

**Seth McKee P’16**  
*Land Conservation Director*  
Scenic Hudson, Inc.: www.scenichudson.org

Seth McKee P’16 oversees the land conservation program for Scenic Hudson, a regional non-profit land trust and conservation organization. He provides strategic leadership, manages program budgets, negotiates real estate transactions, and leads a team of project managers in conserving the special landscapes of the Hudson River Valley. Mr. McKee also has worked for The Nature Conservancy and the U.S. Peace Corps, having served as a Peace Corps Volunteer in the Marshall Islands in the 1980’s. Mr. McKee has a master’s degree in Regional Planning (Land Use Planning) from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and a B.A. in Political Science and International Studies from Dickinson College.

(smckee@scenichudson.org)

ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION: **FUNCTION – INTERIOR DESIGN**

**Leah Margolis Nathan ’04**  
*Interior Designer*  
Leah Margolis Design LLC: www.leahmargolisdesign.com/

**Recruiting:** Internship opportunity. Work with a local interior designer on all things design related – project scheming, sourcing and site visits. Help maintain the sample library and contact vendors for quotes. Help with social networking and local advertising. The firm is small so must be interested and eager to learn all areas of the business.

Following graduation, Leah Margolis Nathan ’04 moved to New York City where she worked with well-known and highly respected designers Amanda Nisbet and Rod Winterrowd. After five years of overseeing projects in Manhattan, Palm Beach, and Dallas, Ms. Margolis Nathan moved to Saratoga Springs with her husband, a fellow Skidmore graduate. In the spring of 2014, their kitchen was published in BH&G's *Kitchen+Bath Makeovers*.

(leah.margolis@gmail.com)

ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION: **FUNCTION – ARCHITECTURE**

**John Onderdonk ’89**  
*Associate Partner*  
Mosaic Associates Architects: www.mosaicaa.com

John Onderdonk ’89 has 18 years of experience managing a variety of project types including educational, commercial, and residential facilities as well as historic structures. A registered architect and LEED Accredited Professional, he develops strategies in design and sustainability for Mosaic. Some of Mr. Onderdonk’s current projects are the new Science Center for Hudson Valley Community College, a new Boathouse for Skidmore College, and a new Visitor Center at John Boyd Thacher State Park. Mr. Onderdonk holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Studio Art from Skidmore College and a Master of Architecture degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He lives in Saratoga Springs and serves on the Advocacy Committee for the Saratoga Springs Preservation Foundation and the Facilities Committee for Saratoga Arts Council.

(jonderdonk@mosaicaa.com)
ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION: **FUNCTION – ARCHITECTURE**

_**David Rosen P’17**_

*Partner*

Rosen Group Architecture | Design: www.rosengroup.net

David Rosen P’17 is a partner of The Rosen Group Architecture | Design in Summit, NJ, an architecture and interior design firm specializing in residential, institutional, and historic preservation projects, which he founded in 1986. Mr. Rosen graduated from the School of Architecture at Syracuse University in 1980. He has served on many local non-profit boards and municipal task forces. He currently serves as a Trustee of the Chautauqua Institution. Mr. Rosen lives in Short Hills, NJ, with his wife Sarah – a fundraiser, and three children Ben (20) – a student at Skidmore College, Caroline (18), and Jonathan (15).

(drosen@rosengroup.net)

---

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: **FUNCTION – DESIGN/BRANDING**

_**David Edelstein P’18**_

*Managing Director*

Eyeball

David Edelstein P’18, a veteran producer whose background includes working in broadcast design, promo production, and commercials, comes from Click 3X, where he was managing director for more than four years and worked on high-profile projects including the Super Bowl on CBS. Prior to Click 3X, he helped launch Nth Degree Creative Group; as managing director, he oversaw the full branding campaign for “Live Earth,” as well as projects for Microsoft, National Geographic, HGTV, CBS, MSG Network, and National Hockey League. After holding a producer position at Showtime for four years, Mr. Edelstein co-founded broadcast design company [fdg] in 2000, working on notable projects such as the re-launch of the Sci-Fi Channel. He has also leveraged his expertise in the education field, serving as an adjunct instructor at NYU and the Parsons School of Design teaching career development courses at both schools.

(david.edelstein@eyeballnyc.com)

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: **FUNCTION – PHOTOGRAPHY/ DIGITAL IMAGING**

_**Jim Gipe P’18**_

*Owner*

Self/Pivot Media, Inc.

Jim Gipe P’18 is a photographer, digital imaging consultant, and owner of Pivot Media, a specialized imaging company in Western Massachusetts. Mr. Gipe first picked up a camera in 1984, while studying music at the University of Northern Colorado. This experience led to a B.A. in photojournalism two years later. During the next ten years, Mr. Gipe honed his camera and darkroom skills in Western Massachusetts, working as a photojournalist and freelance photographer. In 1994, his curiosity about computer imaging led him to purchase an early version of Adobe Photoshop. The digital darkroom transformed Mr. Gipe’s creative process, leading to assignment work that merged his photographic skills with his new-found passion for digital illustration. In 1998, Mr. Gipe purchased a Scitex film scanner that allowed him to create high resolution film scans. To help make the scanner’s loan payments, Mr. Gipe began offering scanning services to the local photo and art community. What was meant to be a side project quickly turned into a full-time job and in 1999, with his first museum contract in hand, Mr. Gipe founded Pivot Media, a
photography and digital imaging studio dedicated to the digitization of picture and art collections. Since then, working for individuals and institutions, museums and archives, Mr. Gipe has digitally photographed thousands of art objects ranging from ancient Egyptian pottery and Roman coins to an Andy Warhol Polaroid collection. He’s digitized the business ledger of an 18th century clockmaker, Sylvia Plath’s diaries, and Virginia Woolf’s family photo album. Through his work with the Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art, Mr. Gipe has digitized the original artwork for Charlotte’s Web, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, and Madeleine to name a few.

(jim@pivotmedia.com)

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: Function – Publishing
Benj Gleeksman ’96
Senior Art Director
Cengage Learning: mistergleeksman.com/

Benj Gleeksman ’96 grew up in central New Jersey and was interested in art from an early age. During the 80’s and 90’s, he got heavily into skateboarding and punk music, and started applying his art skills to making zines and flyers, while being influenced by the skate graphics and record layouts of the time. Since graduating from Skidmore, Mr. Gleeksman has held a variety of graphic design-related jobs in different cities. He has been an art director with Cengage for six years, and also continues to create fine art and freelance design work on the side.

(njbenj@gmail.com)

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: Function – Artist Representation
Rich Green P’15
Media Rights Literary Agent – Motion Picture and Television
Self-Employed

A graduate of UCLA Film School, Rich Green P’15 has represented screenwriters, directors, and authors for over 25 years. Mr. Green started his career at the boutique agency, Pleshette, Green & Sanders. He co-ran the Book-to-Film departments at UTA for six years, CAA for nine years, and most recently at Resolution.

(RichCGreen@aol.com)

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: Function – Marketing/Creative Services
Holly Lloyd P’17
Lighting Technical Director
Disney/Pixar

Holly Lloyd P’17 received her B.A. from Princeton in architecture and worked for a year for a design firm. She then edited a facilities management trade publication for a year. Ms. Lloyd received her M.A. in journalism at Stanford and then worked for a year for Mother Jones magazine. She then landed at Pixar in 1996 as a compression technician on CD-ROM games based on Toy Story. Since being at Pixar, she has taken on many roles including production manager on animated short films Geri’s Game and For The Birds, lighting technical director on Monsters Inc. and Finding Nemo, lighting and rendering TD on short films Boundin’ and One Man Band, and marketing/creative services TD on Incredibles, Cars, Ratatouille, Wall*E, Up, Toy Story 3, Cars 2, Brave, and Monsters University.

(holly.lloyd@gmail.com)
ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: FUNCTION – VIDEO/FILM PRODUCTION

Ralph Pascucci
President
Myriad Productions: myriadproductions.com
Recruiting: Summer internship working on recorded or live video productions for music performances.

Ralph Pascucci has over 35 years of TV, film, and video experience. As president of Myriad Productions in Saratoga, he works with the Boston Symphony at Tanglewood and New York Philharmonic at Lincoln Center. At the Saratoga Performing Arts Center (SPAC), they produce video for a variety of rock, jazz, and pop concerts, as well as the NYC Ballet and Philadelphia Orchestra. For sports, they cover live NCAA basketball and AHL hockey at the Times Union Center in Albany, NY. Myriad also creates broadcast, commercial, and corporate productions. Mr. Pascucci's prior experiences include NBC, where he worked on the Today Show, and four Summer Olympic Games. He received five Emmys for those Olympics. At ESPN, Formula One racing, basketball, golf, and tennis often sent Mr. Pascucci around the world. With Public Television, he worked on numerous arts and documentary programs. Mr. Pascucci has been a guest lecturer and adjunct professor in the EMAC and iEAR programs at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY. A mechanical design graduate of RPI and licensed professional engineer, he continues to develop new ideas for video programming and art.

(ralph@myriadproductions.com)

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: FUNCTION – PUBLISHING

Mike Quincy ‘86 *
Automotive Specialist
Consumer Reports: www.consumerreports.org/cro/index.htm
Recruiting: Editorial or engineering based

Mike Quincy ’86 writes and edits car stories and blogs for Consumer Reports Automotive Test Department. Mr. Quincy has worked in automotive journalism for 24 years and continues to really like what he does. His work at Consumer Reports also includes extensive TV and radio interviews to promote automotive stories, database work, customer relations, and buying cars for the test program.

*(mquincyx2@yahoo.com)*

*PLEASE NOTE: MR. QUINCY IS UNABLE TO JOIN US FOR CAREER JAM DUE TO A PROFESSIONAL CONFLICT BUT WELCOMES CONTACT.*

ARTS, AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS: FUNCTION – PUBLISHING

Amelia Strauss
Sales & Marketing Coordinator
Health Monitor Network
Recruiting

Health Monitor Network is the nation’s leading patient education publishing and technology company, and has one of the largest marketing platforms in medical offices, in patients’ homes, and on the go. Health Monitor Network’s mission is to facilitate dialogue between patients and their healthcare professionals, reaching more than 40 million consumers/patients through 120,000 medical offices, over 300,000 physicians and healthcare professionals, and in patients’ homes. Amelia Strauss may be found at the Entrepreneurial table with Kenneth Freirich.
BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION – EXECUTIVE / ENVIRONMENTAL / NOT FOR PROFIT
Nancy Amo P’15
New York Chief Operating Officer
The Nature Conservancy

Nancy Amo P’15 began her tenure with The Nature Conservancy in 2003 as the director of finance for NY. In 2007, she moved into the role of deputy state director, serving for 18 months as acting state director. In 2012, Ms. Amo became the chief operating officer for New York. In this capacity she works with conservation practitioners, trustees, fundraisers, and operational staff to direct operations, finances, and human resources throughout the Nature Conservancy in New York. Ms. Amo has also done conservation business planning for the broader Conservancy, leading the effort for Protected Lands in China in 2012. A business owner for more than 20 years, Ms. Amo came to the Conservancy after working as a financial consultant and for the YMCA. She holds a B.S. in biology and chemistry, and a master’s in business administration, both from State University of New York at Albany.

(namo@tnc.org)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION – ENTREPRENEUR / FASHION / RETAIL / WHOLESALE
Pasquale (Pat) Colombo P’11
Entrepreneur

Pasquale (Pat) Colombo P’11 spent 40 years in the men’s and women’s high-end apparel industries (wholesale/retail), most notably as president and CEO of Troy Shirtmakers Guild (the finest in the U.S. at that time), where he oversaw the sales force, bought and designed fabrics from fine mills in Italy, Switzerland, and Japan, and was responsible for bottom line results. Mr. Colombo also served as senior vice president, retail sales North America, for Jaeger London, Aquascutum of London, and Louis Feraud, Paris, opening new shops and departments in major department stores. For more than 15 years, Mr. Colombo owned and operated P. J. Huntsman, Ltd. (New York, NY, and Bronxville, NY), a high-end men's and women's specialty shop specializing in exclusive sportswear from Italy, England, Scotland, Austria, and the United States. Mr. Colombo is currently retired.

(pjobmoloc@gmail.com)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION – STRATEGY CONSULTING
Corey Jarecki ’11 *
Management Consultant - Senior Associate, Financial Services Strategy

Corey Jarecki ’11 is currently a management consultant for Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP and focuses primarily on the banking & capital markets and asset management sectors; however, he also has a variety of experience across other industries as well. Mr. Jarecki has gained experience partnering with small and large financial institutions to complete a range of work from regulatory compliance and operational efficiency to strategy design and system implementation. Mr. Jarecki has project management experience, leading work streams on high profile client engagements and managing various large international strategic initiatives. Most recently, Mr. Jarecki is working to design and implement client onboarding target operating models for two top 10 global banks while aiming to increase efficiency and provide the best client experience. Mr. Jarecki also has experience with Theoretical Economics and Realist Philosophy. He analyzed and wrote a comprehensive thesis focusing on the limitations of mathematical deductivist modeling and its underestimation of risk and promotion of poor financial and business practices. His analysis continued research of two theoretical economists Tony Lawson, Cambridge University, and Roy Rotheim, Skidmore College.

(corey.jarecki@gmail.com)

* PLEASE NOTE: MR. JARECKI IS UNABLE TO JOIN US FOR CAREER JAM DUE TO A PROFESSIONAL CONFLICT BUT WELCOMES CONTACT.
BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION — HUMAN RESOURCES

Jennifer Kercull
Recruiter
Stewart's Shops Corporation: www.stewartsshops.com
Recruiting: Job Opportunities – all shops, corporate office, plant & distribution center

Jennifer Kercull is responsible for all hires in the corporate office and is involved in hiring for all other areas of the company, which includes all Stewart's Shops and their plant & distribution center. Ms. Kercull has a master’s degree in organizational management from Sage College of Albany and a bachelor's degree in psychology from the University of Rochester. After several years in the telecommunications field, she made a career change to human resources. Prior to joining Stewart’s Shops, she worked for Pitney Bowes. Ms. Kercull has been with Stewart’s for two years.

(jkercull@stewartsshops.com)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION — SKIDMORE CLUB

Emma Marshall ‘16
VP for Public Relations and Networking
Skidmore Women in Business

Skidmore Women in Business strives to empower ambitious women across all disciplines to engage in leadership. As a liberal arts college whose motto is “Creative Thought Matters,” the Skidmore Women in Business club emphasizes the importance of dynamic, creative thought. Along with becoming a powerful philanthropic force and a network for current Skidmore students and alumni, the Skidmore Women in Business club will be an open forum to discuss current topics that are affecting women in the modern-day corporate world and beyond.

(emarshal@skidmore.edu)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION — BUSINESS MANAGEMENT / OPERATIONS

C. Jerome Mopsik ‘06
Business Analyst
Pet Partners LLC: www.petpartnersusa.com

By day, C. Jerome Mopsik ’06 is the president/owner of Nimble Nano Inc., the company he founded to manufacture and market a line of aquarium products he developed while a student at Skidmore College. By day, Mr. Mopsik is the business analyst at Pet Partners LLC, responsible for the quantitative and business analysis required for the strategic planning of the company in addition to company-wide financial reporting, budgeting, forecasting, and M&A analysis. Mr. Mopsik has worked in the financial service and insurance sector at The Ayco Company L.P., a Goldman Sachs Company, in the Encompass high net worth family office group, and at Synergy Life Brokerage LLC, a life insurance brokerage offering unique solutions for funding and settling policies. In his spare time, Mr. Mopsik volunteers at Slice of Heaven Breads, a local non-profit bakery benefiting Temple Sinai Bread & Torah, and for Skidmore.

(CJMopsik@gmail.com)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION — FUNDRAISING / DEVELOPMENT

Sarah Rosen P’17
Director of Development
NJTV Public Media: www.njtvonline.org/

Sarah Rosen P’17 is an experienced non-profit professional bringing a strong background in non-profit fundraising, board development, and event management. She currently serves as director of development at NJTV – New Jersey’s public television station, where she is responsible for major gifts and grants from individuals, foundations, and government agencies. She previously served as director of development at Kent Place School and deputy director of development at WNET, where she was the first director of planned giving. Currently, Ms. Rosen serves on the board of Horizon National, a non-profit that serves low-income kids around the country, the Frances L. & Edwin L. Cummings Memorial Fund, and co-chair of the Duke
NY Women's Forum. She has previously served as president of Bridges Outreach Inc., a homeless outreach organization, and Interweave, an interfaith learning center in northern NJ, and as chair of Duke University's Council on Women's Studies.

(rosens@njtvonline.org)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION — CAREER DEVELOPMENT / EXECUTIVE COACHING / RECRUITING
Bonnie Stofer M.A.L.S. ’08
Executive Recruiter
The Chase Group, Inc.: www.chasegroup.com
Owner
Shift Course Consulting & Coaching

Bonnie Stofer M.A.L.S. ’08, is passionate about helping people uncover their strengths and identify ways to use them. Through her business, Shift Course Consulting & Coaching, Ms. Stofer provides strengths-building workshops for teams, and career and executive coaching services to mid-level and senior executives. Ms. Stofer is also an executive recruiter with The Chase Group, Inc. where she provides retained search expertise to identify, source, and secure senior leadership talent for the pharmaceutical and biotech industries. With 20 years of experience in strategic planning, brand development, product launches, and lead generation, Ms. Stofer has generated results for major brands including Bausch & Lomb, Citibank, GlaxoSmithKline, and Kodak. Locally, Ms. Stofer has held senior leadership positions at Palio, a top 75 healthcare advertising agency, and at FingerPaint Marketing, a rapidly growing interactive firm. She has also served as an adjunct instructor at Sage College of Albany and as a guest lecturer at Skidmore College, where her graduate degree area of focus was leadership studies.

(bstofer@nycap.rr.com)

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION — HUMAN RESOURCES
Maggie Sullivan ’95
Manager, Human Capital Management
Capital District Physicians Health Plan: www.cdphp.com

Currently, Maggie Sullivan ’95 is a manager of human capital management for CDPHP in Albany. Her path to CDPHP has been interesting. Ms. Sullivan has graduated with a B.A. in Psychology, after which, she accepted her first position as a research analyst at Four Winds-Saratoga with the plan of eventually becoming a therapist. This was a life-changing experience during which Ms. Sullivan had the revelation that she was better suited to use her psychology degree in a business environment. She ultimately returned to school to obtain her master’s degree in industrial-organizational psychology from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Following completion of her degree, she decided to make another life-changing decision and move to Seattle, WA. Her career in human resources began when she took her first position with Radiant Research, a start-up company expanding their network of clinical drug trial operations. Since then, her career has led her to work with a variety of companies around the country such as ProBusiness, National Steel, Solucient, and Cengage Learning. Ultimately, her path led her back to upstate New York and her current role. On a personal note, Ms. Sullivan resides in the Saratoga area with her significant other and two border collies. She is an avid runner, and a few times a week makes a concerted effort to run through the Skidmore campus because she has such fond memories from college.

(msulliva@cdphp.com)
EDUCATION & TRAINING: FUNCTION – TEACHING
Susan Seigal P’18
Education Consultant
Self-Employed

Susan Seigal P’18 began her career in education as a high school social studies teacher, worked as a textbook editor, and after completing an M.Ed. degree in technology & education, consulted and trained teachers in Massachusetts and New York. Ms. Seigal earned an Ed.D. and began work as a professor at two colleges and one university in a master’s of education program. She now consults for school districts, coordinating teacher mentor programs.

(susan.seigel@gmail.com)

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: FUNCTION – LAUNCHING YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Kenneth A. Freirich ’90
President
Health Monitor Network

Recruiting: Mr. Freirich is the founder of the Kenneth A. Freirich Business Plan Competition which, now in its fifth year, has become a signature Skidmore event. Over 200 students and 120 businesses have participated. Prizes totaling $65,000 will be awarded this year in categories that, for the first time, include Artistic and Social Entrepreneurship.

For the past nine years, Ken Freirich ’90 has been President of Health Monitor Network, the nation’s leading patient education publishing and technology company. He has led the company through exponential growth. Previously, he was CEO of TransLocal Health Corporation, a leading multimedia health information provider to the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries. Prior to that, he was President of IntelliHealth, initially a joint venture between Aetna U.S. Healthcare and Johns Hopkins, a leading consumer and professional health information, technology, and commerce provider. Mr. Freirich was also an executive with Thomson/Medical Economics and the Founder and Publisher of The Collegian Magazine, a publication he started as a sophomore at Skidmore. Mr. Freirich was a business major at Skidmore and completed an Executive M.B.A. certificate program at Columbia University Graduate School of Business, through the Thomson Information Publishing Management Development program. He was Skidmore’s First Entrepreneur in Residence in the Fall of 2010, recently chaired Skidmore’s Creative Capital Fund Committee, is on the Executive Committee of Skidmore’s President’s Advisory Council, and has previously been on the Alumni Association Board of Directors. Mr. Freirich is a Rock and Roll drummer and has the pleasure of playing with Roger Daltrey.

(freirichk@yahoo.com)

FINANCE: FUNCTION – FINANCIAL SERVICES
Tom Bieber P’17
Senior Vice President
State Street Corporation: www.statestreet.com

Thomas W. Bieber P’17 is a Senior Vice President and Global Chief Operating Officer for Alternative Investment Solutions. Mr. Bieber is responsible for the operational and financial aspects of State Street’s hedge, private Equity and real estate administration businesses worldwide. Mr. Bieber joined State Street in 2007 as part of the acquisition of Investors Financial (IBT) and, after leading the successful integration
of its mutual funds clients onto State Street's systems, he assumed the role of chief operating officer of USIS where he was responsible for Shared Service functions including Loan Processing, Institutional Transfer Agency, Fund Accounting, Income Processing, Centralized Corporate Actions, ETF Processing, Monthly Proofs and Service Governance teams. Prior to joining State Street, Mr. Bieber spent 17 years at Investors Financial and five years at Bank of New England where he held various management positions and was instrumental in the development and implementation of IBT’s proprietary custody and fund accounting system, FACTS. Mr. Bieber has more than 29 years of experience servicing financial products. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Biological Science and a Master of Business Administration, concentrated in Financial Planning and Control from The State University of New York at Buffalo.

(tom.bieber@statestreet.com)

FINANCE: FUNCTION – RESEARCH: MACRO EQUITY STRATEGIST FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
Gail M. Dudack ’70 P’11
US Equity Strategist
Dudack Research Group, a division of Wellington Shields: www.dudackresearchgroup.com

Gail Dudack ‘70 P’11 is managing director of Dudack Research Group, an independent institutional research firm providing economic, fundamental, quantitative, and technical strategy and tools to mutual funds, hedge funds, and private money managers. Ms. Dudack was chief U.S. investment strategist for UBS AG and its predecessor firms from 1987 to 2000. She was a long-time panelist on PBS’ Wall Street Week and is currently seen/heard on Bloomberg TV/Radio. She has contributed to several documentaries and books on the stock market and is featured in Bull! A History of the Boom, 1982-1999 by Maggie Mahar (Harper Business 2003) and in The Heretics of Finance by Andrew W. Lo and Jasmina Hasanhodzic (Bloomberg Press 2009). Ms. Dudack has served as president of the Skidmore Alumni Association, trustee of Skidmore College, and past chair of the Securities Industry Institute, a SIFMA board.

(gail@dudackresearchgroup.com)

FINANCE: FUNCTION – INVESTMENT ADVISORY
Bill Haydon ’06
Portfolio Manager
Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network: www.heritagewealth.wfadv.com

Recruiting: 2015 Summer Internship

Bill Haydon ’06 joined Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network as a financial advisor primarily to manage family money for affluent individuals. He incorporates a strategy and decision making process that has been honed from over 15 years of investment experience. Mr. Haydon began his career at UBS financial services where he was a portfolio manager and account vice president. While at UBS, Mr. Haydon built a successful advisory practice and founded the Heritage Investment Group. He attended Skidmore College for a B.S. in business and holds an M.B.A. in business management from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Isenberg School of Management. His wife, Laura, and he reside in Madison, CT, with their two sons and daughter, Will, Griffin, and Chloe. Mr. Haydon’s hobbies include being the archivist for his father, well-known American inventor, A.W. Haydon. As such, he collects, organizes, and preserves biographical data and assists museum shows.

(billhaydon@aol.com)

FINANCE: FUNCTION – FINANCIAL ANALYSIS / SMALL BUSINESS COACHING
Peter Mintz P’15
President
Fleetwood Research: www.fleetwoodresearch.com

Peter Mintz P’15, founder and president of Fleetwood Research, and a TAB (The Alternative Board) owner/facilitator, has three decades of experience as a financial professional and business consultant. Prior to forming Fleetwood, and establishing a TAB franchise in Southern Westchester, he served in various research capacities at several prominent Wall Street companies, including Sherwood Capital, Josephthal
Mr. Mintz holds an M.B.A. in finance from the Bernard Baruch business school in New York City and a B.A. in political science and economics from the University of Rochester, in Rochester, New York. Mr. Mintz has been an adjunct professor at the King Graduate School of Monroe College in New York since 2009 where he teaches courses on financial statement analysis and managerial finance.

FINANCE: FUNCTION – INVESTMENT CONSULTANT
Adena Smith P'15
First Vice President - Investment
Wells Fargo Advisors

Adena Smith P’15, Sybil Fields, Geoffrey Silver, Karen Piper, and Tony Rios have been colleagues for many years. Each brings a unique set of experiences and complementary skills to our team. Their team has long standing relationships with many large foundations, ERISA plans, and high net worth families/family offices and businesses. This allows them to offer an extensive range of financial services to their clients. With approximately $800 million under management as of 8/6/14, the Fields, Silver & Smith Wealth Management Group emphasizes a highly personal level of service. Ms. Smith is a financial advisor who, prior to joining Wells Fargo Advisors, spent her entire financial career of 27 years at Morgan Stanley Smith Barney. For 11 of those years she worked in branch management in the Beverly Hills offices. Before becoming a financial advisor, Ms. Smith worked in New York City in the advertising field.

FINANCE: FUNCTION – PRIVATE EQUITY
Donna Smolens P’16
Co-Head US Primary Research and Due Diligence Team
Portfolio Advisors, LLC

Donna Smolens P’16 is a managing director, an Investment Committee member and the co-head of the U.S. Research and Primary Due Diligence Team at Portfolio Advisors, LLC. Previously, she was a general partner in charge of Investor Relations at Technology Crossover Ventures. Prior to that, Ms. Smolens was a senior vice president at DLJ Securities’ Private Fund Group, where she was responsible for the origination, screening, and due diligence on private equity deals marketed by the firm. Prior to DLJ, she was a portfolio manager with General Motors Investment Management and an investment vice president at New York Life Insurance Company, where she managed private equity portfolios. Ms. Smolens has a Bachelor of Arts and a Master of Arts in Economics from Fordham University.

GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION – ENERGY LAW / POLICY / REGULATION
Sarah Barish, Esq. P’15
Principal and CEO
Energy Power Resources Associates
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law
Brooklyn Law School: www.brooklaw.edu

Sarah Barish P’15 received both her B.A. and M.A. from the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, where she majored in Spanish and French, and received a teaching certificate in secondary education. Professor Barish received her master’s degree in Spanish language and Romance Linguistics, and was also a Teaching Fellow at the University. She was awarded her J.D. from Brooklyn Law School in 1985, and is
now an Adjunct Associate Professor of Law there, teaching Energy Law, Policy and Regulation, which has been her area of expertise for the past 20 years. Professor Barish has worked in law firms, public and private utility companies, as well as the government. In addition to teaching law, Professor Barish recently launched her own consulting company: Energy Power Resources Associates, which focuses on government procurement, regulation, and the development and expansion of electric generation and transmission throughout the United States.

(sarah.barish@brooklaw.edu)

GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION – MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
Craig Cloud P’18
Minister Counselor for Management Affairs
U.S. Department of State

Craig Cloud P’18 joined the Foreign Service in 1992 and has been serving as minister counselor for management affairs at American Embassy New Delhi, India, since August 2013. Previously he was deputy chief of mission in Mbabane, Swaziland, management counselor in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo, and management officer in Lilongwe, Malawi. Before becoming a career management officer he was a Foreign Service specialist security engineering officer and served in Harare, Zimbabwe, Moscow, Russia, Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire. He has a B.S. in electrical and electronic engineering from North Carolina State University, is married to Angie Cloud, and has two children (one of whom is a first year student at Skidmore!).

(cloudcl@state.gov)

GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: FUNCTION – ENGINEERING
Richard Mizenko
Principal Engineer
BMPC – KAPL

Richard Mizenko has worked nearly 30 years in the industry holding various positions in manufacturing, technology, and government. Most of his experience has been in Environmental, Health and Safety in compliance function responsible for permitting, manifesting, and reports for solid and hazardous waste discharges and disposal. Mr. Mizenko was also was responsible for hazard prevention programs for employee injuries and accidents.

(lynn.mizenko@gmail.com)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – INFLAMMATION / ALLERGIC DISEASE—RHEUMATOLOGY / IMMUNOLOGY / ALLERGY
Dr. Joshua A. Boyce ‘81
Director, Inflammation and Allergic Disease Research Section, Division of Rheumatology, Immunology and Allergy
Brigham and Women’s Hospital: researchfaculty.brighamandwomens.org/BRIProfile.aspx?id=1786
Albert L. Sheffer Professor of Medicine in the Field of Allergic Disease
Harvard Medical School
Recruiting: Internship opportunity

Upon completion of his residency in pediatrics, Dr. Joshua Boyce ’81 spent a year as chief resident before spending two years in private practice as a general pediatrician. Based on his interest in asthma, he then returned to academia, completing fellowship training in pediatric pulmonology at Massachusetts General
Hospital, and in allergy and immunology at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, where he has spent the last 20 years. His clinical interests are asthma and all forms of pediatric lung disease, as well as food allergy, eosinophilic disorders, and mast cell diseases. Dr. Boyce’s laboratory focuses on basic mechanisms of pulmonary inflammation that underlies asthma. They use a combination of cellular and molecular approaches to understand how a network of diverse lipid mediators, all derived from the common substrate arachidonic acid, interact to drive the development of asthma and determine its severity. Dr. Boyce also enjoys mentoring residents, students, and postdoctoral fellows.

(jboyce@rics.bwh.harvard.edu)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – PUBLIC HEALTH/HEALTH DATA ANALYTICS/QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

Tim Cowan P’18
Director, Health Index Initiative
MaineHealth

Timothy Cowan P’18, MSPH is director of the Health Index Initiative at MaineHealth. MaineHealth is an integrated health care system of leading high-quality providers and other health care organizations working together so their communities are the healthiest in America. Launched in 2009-10, the MaineHealth Health Index Initiative has two aims. The first aim is to utilize health data to inform MaineHealth and its partners about health-related needs and opportunities to improve the health of the one million people in the 12 counties served by the MaineHealth System. The second aim is to monitor improvements made in health status over time. Mr. Cowan received his Master of Science in public health in 1994 from the Arnold School of Public Health, University of South Carolina; his focus of study was chronic disease epidemiology. Since then, he has been an analyst and/or administrator for multiple program evaluation and quality improvement projects, including evaluating the integration of evidence-based medical care processes into clinical offices and hospitals. Since moving to Maine in 2000, Mr. Cowan has worked at the Maine Medical Assessment Foundation, Health Dialog Analytic Solutions, and in three departments within the MaineHealth system. For seven of the past 12 years, Mr. Cowan developed and carried out the evaluation of Maine’s statewide tobacco treatment programs that MaineHealth’s Center for Tobacco Independence administers on behalf of the Maine Department of Health and Human Services. He took on the role of director of the Health Index Initiative in July 2010. Mr. Cowan currently serves on the Board of the school-based health centers in Lewiston and Auburn, the Advisory Board for Healthy Androscoggin, and as the chair of the Board of Trustees for the First Congregational Church of New Gloucester.

(cowant@mainehealth.org)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE

Kyrin Dunston P’17
Functional Medicine
Self-Employed

Kyrin Dunston P’17 has a passion to empower people to create bodies, health, and lives that they love…online! She provides the knowledge, tools and support that folks crave to help them move toward wholeness. Through revolutionary online classes, supplement sales, and her book, Cracking the Bikini Code: 6 Secrets to Permanent Weight Loss Success, she leads them to their desired destination of greater vitality and freedom. “We liberate them from a life of ill health and drugs.” Ms. Dunston’s favorite quote comes from Oprah Winfrey: “Live from the heart of yourself. Seek to be whole, not perfect.”

(drdunston@truebalancemd.com)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – PALLIATIVE CARE

Dr. Etta M. Eskridge P’15
Director of Palliative Care
Westchester Medical Center: www.westchestermemicalcenter.com/

Dr. Etta Eskridge P’15 obtained a Ph.D. in cell and molecular biology at AECOM in 1986, followed by postdoctoral work at the Department of Molecular Biology at Princeton University (1986–1990). She then
attended medical school at Einstein, graduating in 1995, and completed a residency in social internal medicine at Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx. Dr. Eskridge's career as a physician has included private practice as an internist, volunteer work as a trustee for an NGO in Malawi, Africa, and most recently her work as a hospitalist at Westchester Medical Center in NY, and as a physician on staff at New York Medical College in Valhalla, NY.

(eskridgee@aol.com)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Terrance Fina '84 P'18
Physician Assistant
Locum Tenens
Recruiting: Shadow clinical medical career choices

Terrance Fina ’84 P’18 provides direct medical care in emergency medicine. He has worked in many subspecialty areas while primarily employed in the emergency department. He has also traveled to underserved areas on volunteer missions.

(tf444@gmail.com)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – NOT FOR PROFIT
Denise Nicastro
Associate Director
American Diabetes Association: www.diabetes.org/

As associate director of the local Albany ADA office, Denise Nicastro oversees fundraising for the Tour de Cure, a multi-distance cycling event held in Saratoga Springs. She also manages corporate sponsorship, teams, and volunteers. Ms. Nicastro works with local business leaders to help extend their reach in the community. Her team’s event raises over $1 million dollars which is used for education, research, and advocacy.

(dnicastro@diabetes.org)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – CLINICAL RESEARCH
Diego Reinerro '12 *
Research Assistant
Massachusetts General Hospital: www.massgeneral.org/psychiatry/services/empathy_home.aspx

Diego Reinerro ’12 graduated summa cum laude with a B.S. in psychology and business. Over his college summers, Mr. Reinerro worked in Dr. Paul Bloom’s Mind & Development Lab at Yale University, Dr. Sabine Kastner’s Neuroscience Lab at Princeton University, and interned at MetLife Financial Services. After graduating, he coached soccer and began working at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation researching childhood obesity. In mid-2013, Mr. Reinerro moved to Boston and began working at Massachusetts General Hospital in the Empathy & Relational Science Program directed by Dr. Helen Riess, associate clinical professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. Their work surrounds research of empathy in the patient-clinician relationship. Studies and consequent interventions are developed with the goal of improving patient-clinician experiences and outcomes. Beginning in mid-2014, Mr. Reinerro also began working in the Psychology Dept. at Harvard University in Dr. Daniel Gilbert’s Lab, collaborating on research of prediction errors. Concurrently, he began working in Dr. Joan Camprodon’s Neuropsychiatry and Neuromodulation Lab at MGH, performing data analysis and fmRI scans. Mr. Reinerro is currently applying to Ph.D. programs in Social Psychology focusing on empathy, morality, and prosocial behavior. As a recent graduate, Mr. Reinerro can “empathize” with your situation! He would love to hear your interests and career plans (it is okay if you’re unsure), and is happy to be of any assistance.

(dreinero@alumni.skidmore.edu)

* PLEASE NOTE: MR. REINERO IS UNABLE TO JOIN US FOR CAREER JAM DUE TO A PROFESSIONAL CONFLICT BUT WELCOMES CONTACT.
HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – BIOTECHNOLOGY CLINICAL AND QUALITY OPERATIONS
Claire Weber P’15
Consultant
Various

Claire Weber P’15 has over 20 years of demonstrated leadership and management skills in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industry. Her expertise is in all phases of the clinical drug development process and is proficient with project management, planning and implementing global clinical trials, and GxP. Ms. Weber has developed quality benchmarking with adaptations for continuous improvement and is an expert with Good Clinical Practice guidelines. She received her bachelor’s degree in psychology with an emphasis on biology and statistics from UC Berkeley. She currently works in the Bay Area and lives in Moraga California.

(cweber@excellence-llc.com)

HEALTH SCIENCE: FUNCTION – MEDICAL PRACTICE
Dr. Robert Weinstein, MD P’17
MD/President
Mystic Medical Group

Dr. Robert Weinstein P’17 graduated from Jamaica High School in New York City in 1975. He then graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1979 and from the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City in 1983. Dr. Weinstein completed his internal medicine residency 1983–1986 at Beth Israel Medical Center in New York City. He then moved on to completing a pulmonary fellowship at Lahey Clinic in Burlington, Massachusetts 1986–1988. Following the fellowship, Dr. Weinstein went into private practice in Medford, Massachusetts, in 1988 practicing internal medicine, pulmonary medicine, and critical care medicine at Lawrence Memorial Hospital, the community hospital for Medford, Massachusetts. Dr. Weinstein is also involved with managed-care and its administration.

(rweinstein@hallmarkhealth.org)

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM: FUNCTION – NONPROFIT
Hannah Duncan
Assistant Program Director
Silver Bay YMCA

Recruiting: Internships in health & fitness, marketing, finance, education, hospitality, rec mgmt

Silver Bay YMCA is more than just another space and place. Silver Bay YMCA is a 112-year old YMCA family retreat and conference center on the shores of Lake George. Silver Bay hosts conferences, family reunions, family vacations, weddings, and team building & leadership training on a 700-acre waterfront campus within the Adirondack Park of New York State.

(hduncan@silverbay.org)

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM: FUNCTION – MUSEUM ADMINISTRATION
Jessica Munson ’11 *
Administrative Coordinator
National Museum of Dance: www.dancemuseum.org/
Recruiting: Internship information found at www.dancemuseum.org/getinvolved/intern.html

Jessica Munson ’11 graduated with a B.A. in Psychology. She helps the Museum with administrative work, fundraising, social media endeavors, communications, programming, and public relations.

(info@dancemuseum.org)

* PLEASE NOTE: MS. MUNSON IS UNABLE TO JOIN US FOR CAREER JAM DUE TO A PROFESSIONAL CONFLICT BUT WELCOMES CONTACT.
HOSPITALITY & TOURISM: FUNCTION – EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL
Patrick Noyes
Director
Putney Student Travel: www.goputney.com

Recruiting: Graduating seniors are eligible to apply for summer group leader positions to lead groups of high school students on one of over 50 programs to 30 countries abroad.

Patrick Noyes graduated from Georgetown University with a B.A. in Spanish. After living for five years in Spain, Mr. Noyes joined Putney Student Travel 11 years ago as leader of a high school summer program in Spain. He spent five summers directing a pre-college program in Spain, and has directed pre-college at Amherst College and pre-college in China. Mr. Noyes is currently one of the co-directors of Putney Student Travel and National Geographic Student Expeditions. In addition to trip leading experience, he has created programs in England, Argentina, China, El Salvador, Malawi, South Africa and, most recently, a Farm-to-Table program in Italy.

(patrick@goputney.com)

HUMAN SERVICES: FUNCTION – TRAINING / DEVELOPMENT
Ellen Butowsky P’16
Associate Director Training & Staff Development
Prevent Child Abuse New York

Ellen Butowsky P’16 has served as the associate director of training and staff development for Prevent Child Abuse New York for the past eight years. PCANY provides advocacy, training, education, and referral services with the goal of stopping child abuse before it has a chance to start. Her work takes her throughout New York State providing Healthy Families NY home visiting programs with training, technical assistance, coaching, and skill building necessary for them to provide high quality services to vulnerable new and expectant families. She is also the managing editor of The Link, the statewide publication for Healthy Families NY. For 10 years, Ms. Butowsky was the director of community services for the Mid-Hudson Family Health Institute, overseeing its home visiting programs. This included building community partnerships, advocating at the national and local level, grant writing, supervising staff, and working directly with participant families in their homes and in a group setting. Ms. Butowsky helped initiate a nationally recognized random control trial; this research helped justify continued funding for much needed preventive services for vulnerable children and families. In other positions, Ms. Butowsky has worked with migrant farmworkers, people living with HIV/AIDS, and homeless families. She served in the U.S. Peace Corps in southern Honduras for three years working in rural villages. She assisted women’s groups with cashew producing projects, and health and nutrition activities. Ms. Butowsky holds dual master’s degrees from UNC-Chapel Hill in public health and social work, with a focus on maternal and child health. She is very excited to share her experiences and passion with anyone interested in this work.

(ebutowsky@preventchildabuseeny.org)

HUMAN SERVICES: FUNCTION – PSYCHOLOGY
Elliot Greene P’18
Program Evaluation Specialist
NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

Elliot Greene P’18 has worked in many different areas of psychology. He has worked for a public school, and most of his career was in residential and day services for the developmentally disabled. He currently reviews mental health programs for adults and children, and conducts counseling for adults with intellectual disabilities.

(egreene131@gmail.com)
HUMAN SERVICES: FUNCTION – DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

Eric Guanay
State Resiliency Corps
American Red Cross

Recruiting: Interns needed to assist the disaster preparedness team with the development of volunteer leadership positions and the expansion of services throughout northeastern New York.

After Hurricane Irene, Lee and Sandy impacted the state of New York and doing over 100 hours of disaster relief and response before age 19, Eric Guanay knew he wanted to pursue a career in Emergency Management to make a difference to people during and after a disaster. His experiences and career path brought him to the American Red Cross where he started as a disaster volunteer, worked my way up to be a disaster preparedness intern and eventually was offered a paid position as Resiliency Corps for disaster preparedness where he currently works. Mr. Guanay is responsible for 5 counties in New York State, has a team of interns working for him and within the next couple months will expand to even more counties.

(Eric.Gaunay2@redcross.org)

HUMAN SERVICES: FUNCTION – SOCIAL SERVICES

Amy Loewenberg P’18
Director of Services for Older Adults
Lutheran Family Health Centers –CBP

Ms. Loewenberg P’18 has been a social worker, supervisor, and administrator working with the aging and disabled population for over 30 years. She recently joined Lutheran Family Health Centers, Community Based Programs (affiliated with Lutheran Medical Center in Brooklyn, NY) as director of their Services for Older Adults, managing multiple programs to help improve the health, wellness, and quality of life for older adults living in the community. She has oversight of two senior centers, a social adult day program for frail elderly, a caregiver support program, a transportation program, and case management services. Prior to working for Lutheran, she was director of senior services over eight years at Stanley M. Isaacs Neighborhood Center, a settlement house on the Upper East Side of Manhattan. She served a similar population through their Senior Center, Meals-on-Wheels program, and Natural Occurring Retirement Community. In addition to her administrative work in managing programs, she had been engaged in fundraising and advocacy work. Before Stanley Isaacs, she worked for Lighthouse International serving clients of all ages who are visually impaired and blind in a variety of direct practice and leadership roles.

(aloewenberg@lmcmc.com)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: FUNCTION – PROJECT MANAGEMENT/DATA ANALYTICS

Cindy Chock P’18
Electronic Medical Record Reporting Manager
Santa Clara County Health and Hospital Systems

Cindy Chock P’18 is currently employed at Santa Clara County’s Public Hospital and is responsible for a department providing data analytics to all areas of the hospital and clinics. Her end users’ customers include outpatient clinic managers, medical chiefs of inpatient clinical services, patient billing services, infection control, quality improvement, and HIPAA compliance. Ms. Chock’s mission is to use evidence based medicine so the county can provide improved healthcare delivery as one of the main safety net organizations in California. Safety net organizations provide services to the uninsured, indigent, Medicare or Medicaid populations. She received her Sc.B. in engineering from Brown University and her M.S. in materials science from MIT. Ms. Chock entered the workforce as an IBM process engineer on a thin film recording head process line applying her knowledge of materials characterization from her graduate studies.
in materials science. She then migrated to the Magnetic Integration department in which she drove specifications for next generation disk drive technology’s magnetic components. From this group Ms. Chock joined the disk drive development project office as a project engineer. Her job was to integrate project plans from all development groups to create a comprehensive project plan and timeline to roll out next generation hard disk drive products with specific committed product release dates. As a project manager, she then moved to IBM Global Services to become an IBM project manager consultant driving Information Technology projects. Ms. Chock led IBM teams that rolled out application software to customer sites, including customers in diverse businesses such as disk drive manufacturing, financial services, insurance, healthcare imaging technology, and healthcare delivery.

(INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: FUNCTION – SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)
Robert Gulian P’15
Digital Capabilities Owner
Benchmark Education Company
Recruiting: Job Opportunity – Web Developer

Bob Gulian P’15 has been a software engineer since 1985 when he first sat down in front of an IBM PC and taught himself BASIC. He attended Harvard Extension School at night while coding at MIT and Articulate Systems in Cambridge, MA. He then spent 10 years in the Bay Area as senior engineer at Broderbund Software where he worked on Kid Pix, Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego, Myst, Zoombinis, Orly, and Riven. Currently, Mr. Gulian oversees the Software as A Service team at Benchmark Education, a 200 employee company in New Rochelle, NY, developing literacy software (e-Readers, games, and Learning Management Systems) for school districts across the USA and in Asia. He manages an internal Agile team as well an offshore team in Belarus. He still codes and debugs on a daily basis.

(INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: FUNCTION – INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION)
Eliza Camire
Program Manager, Off-Campus Study & Exchanges
Skidmore College: www.skidmore.edu/ocse

Eliza Camire is a Program Manager in the office of Off-Campus Study & Exchanges at Skidmore College. She received her MA in International Education from SIT Graduate Institute and has been working in the field of international education for six years. As a graduate student, Ms. Camire participated on an SIT program to Panama and, as an undergraduate, she studied abroad at Stellenbosch University in South Africa. Her experience leading high school travel programs, performing site visits, as well as her own personal travel have allowed her to visit various locations including: England, Spain, Australia, Dominica, Mexico, Panama, Peru, and several countries in Southern Africa. Ms. Camire is responsible for managing the Skidmore in Spain program, the Shakespeare Programme, pre-departure and re-entry programming, marketing and recruitment, and general advising.

(INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: FUNCTION – PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/EVALUATION)
Eliot Cresswell
Returned Peace Corps Volunteer
Peace Corps: www.peacecorps.gov
Recruiting: About Peace Corps:

Peace Corps service is a life-defining leadership experience. Since 1961, the Peace Corps has shared with the world America's most precious resource – its people. Volunteers serve in over 70 countries in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Central America and Mexico, South America, Europe, the Pacific Islands and the Middle East. Peace Corps Volunteers live, learn, and work with a community
overseas for 27 months, providing technical assistance in six program areas: education, youth and community development, health, business and information and communications technology, agriculture, and environment.

Eliot Cresswell is a Saratoga Springs resident and former Peace Corps volunteer in Morocco (2000 to 2002). He will be available to discuss the Peace Corps experience and answer questions about applying, eligibility, language training, assignments, and other Peace Corps related opportunities.

INTERNATIONAL OPTIONS: **FUNCTION – VOLUNTEER / INTERN / WORK / TEACH ABROAD**

Ilene Tillman
Northeast Regional Director
Cultural Embrace by API: [www.culturalembracebyapi.com](http://www.culturalembracebyapi.com)

**Recruiting:** Cultural Embrace offers intern, teach, volunteer and work abroad programs for college students and recent graduates.

Ilene Tillman’s passion for travel and international experiences started when she was in high school. She spent the summer after her sophomore year abroad in Corrientes, Argentina. Ms. Tillman had such a positive experience, she came back determined to become fluent in Spanish so she decided to declare it as her major. Through being a Spanish major, Ms. Tillman was able to study abroad twice during her undergraduate career – she spent a semester in Cuernava, Mexico, during her sophomore year and her junior year abroad in Granada, Spain. Ms. Tillman now works with the international organization that sent her to Spain and she is able to relive her experience every day! Ms. Tillman holds a B.A. in Spanish from University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and has been working in the field of international education for the past nine years.

LAW, PUBLIC SAFETY, CORRECTIONS & SECURITY: **FUNCTION – LAW**

Christopher Amato ’78 *
Staff Attorney
Earthjustice: [www.earthjustice.org](http://www.earthjustice.org)

Christopher Amato is a staff attorney with the Northeast office of Earthjustice, a not-for-profit environmental law firm. Prior to joining Earthjustice, Mr. Amato served for four years as Assistant Commissioner for Natural Resources at the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. His prior positions also include Deputy Chief of the Environmental Protection Bureau of the New York Attorney General’s office, and Senior Litigator with the Environmental Law Division of the New York City Law Department. From 1993 to 1997, Mr. Amato worked as a biologist in the Pacific Northwest with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission. Mr. Amato has also practiced environmental and Indian law in the private sector, during which time he served as Environmental Counsel to the Onondaga, Cayuga and Tuscarora nations. Mr. Amato graduated from Skidmore College in 1978.

*PLEASE NOTE: MR. AMATO IS UNABLE TO JOIN US FOR CAREER JAM DUE TO A PROFESSIONAL CONFLICT BUT WELCOMES CONTACT.*
LAW, PUBLIC SAFETY, CORRECTIONS & SECURITY: FUNCTION – FINANCIAL SERVICES
Edward Dartley P’16
Of Counsel
Pepper Hamilton LLP

Edward T. Dartley P’16 is of counsel in the Funds Services and Financial Services Practice Groups of Pepper Hamilton LLP. Mr. Dartley concentrates his practice on all facets of the asset management industry, with particular focuses on the alternative investment asset classes, managed accounts, venture capital and private equity funds; regulatory, compliance and operational matters; compliance audits and internal governance; family offices; and outside general counsel services. Mr. Dartley also focuses his practice on advising energy-focused alternative asset managers and companies on a wide variety of matters, and has worked with industry players in both the traditional and alternative energy industries. More recently, he has concentrated his practice on international regulatory matters affecting the asset management industry, including Europe’s new AIFMD regulatory scheme. With over a decade of experience as in-house counsel and chief compliance officer with an asset management group of registered investment advisers and private equity fund managers, Mr. Dartley has deep in-house experience and a unique perspective on how asset management works from the inside. He uses this expertise to advise managers on a diverse range of legal and business challenges faced by asset managers. In particular, he works with newly registered asset managers that are less familiar with the demands of the U.S. and international regulatory regimes, and that may not have the in-house legal or compliance expertise to meet the new regulatory challenges. Mr. Dartley is a frequent speaker at industry conferences and seminars.

(edartley@hotmail.com)

LAW, PUBLIC SAFETY, CORRECTIONS & SECURITY: FUNCTION – PARTNER
Kalyan “Kal” Das P’18
Head of Global Bank and Institutional Finance & Restructuring Practice Group
Seward & Kissel, LLP

Kalyan (“Kal”) Das P’18 is the head of the Global Bank and Institutional Finance & Restructuring Practice Group at Seward & Kissel. He maintains offices in New York City and London, England, although he spends most of his time in the Firm’s New York office. Mr. Das focuses primarily in the areas of structured finance, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities transactions, domestic and international banking transactions, project finance, distressed debt trading, second lien financing, institutional finance and private placements. He represents numerous domestic and international banks and other institutions in all types of domestic and cross-border financing transactions. Mr. Das is a member of the American Bar Association, the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, the New York Bar Association and The Honorable Society of Lincoln’s Inn, London, England. He has served as a co-chair of the 1998 Annual Meeting of the American College of Investment Counsel (“ACIC”), and as a panel member for The American Securitization Forum (ASF), and American Bankers Association (ABA) and Strategic Research Institute (SRI) conferences and the Practicing Law Institute (PLI) Seminar. He is a Fellow of the ACIC and was on the Board of Trustees of ACIC until 2007. He has also conducted numerous in-house training seminars for banks and financial institutions. Mr. Das received a Barrister-at-Law degree from The Lincoln’s Inn in 1979 and an LL.M. from New York University School of Law in 1989.

(das@sewkis.com)
Candace Matson P’17  
Partner 
Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton, LLP

Candace Matson, Esq P’17 is a partner in the Los Angeles office of Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton LLP where she is a member of the Business Trials, Real Estate, and Finance & Bankruptcy Practice Groups and specializes in, among other related areas, design and construction law. Ms. Matson represents parties in both private and public contexts and is an experienced arbitrator and mediator of construction disputes. Ms. Matson received her BS from UC Berkeley, MS Ed. from California Lutheran College and JD from UCLA Law School.

(cmatson@sheppardmullin.com)

Andrew Rainer P’18 currently serves as Litigation Director of the Public Health Advocacy Institute, where he leads a group of lawyers in identifying and pursuing litigation challenging the deceptive marketing of unhealthy products to children, including cigarettes, energy drinks, and junk foods. He is also Of Counsel to the Boston law firm of Brody, Hardoon, Perkins & Kesten, LLP, where he handles environmental, consumer, and products liability litigation. Before joining PHAI and Brody Hardoon, he served as Assistant Attorney General and Chief of the Environmental Strike Force in the Office of Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley. He has also served as Counsel to the United States Senate Judiciary Committee, as an Assistant District Attorney, and as a partner in two Boston law firms. Mr. Rainer has been honored as Lawyer of the Year and as Prosecutor of the Year, and as a Massachusetts Superlawyer. He is a graduate of Princeton University and NYU Law School, where he served as an editor of the Law Review.

Alicia Jones  
Executive Assistant 
FairWinds Partners: http://www.fairwindspartners.com/

Recruiting: FairWinds Partners, a fast-growing Washington DC-based Internet Strategy Consulting firm serving Global 500 companies, seeks part-time and full-time interns to join its team in its Saratoga Springs office. Because FairWinds has built its business around a highly specified market niche, candidates are not expected to already possess all of the expertise required to be successful in these internships. Rather, exceptional candidates should demonstrate an aptitude for learning quickly, a high level of organization, the ability to think critically and analytically, significant research experience, and strong communication skills. Candidates should also possess a genuine interest in and understanding of the Internet as it relates to business strategy, brand protection, and brand marketing. Interns will work as part of the FairWinds Consulting Team, which provides clients with expert, objective advice on how to promote and protect their brands in digital media, based on quantitative and qualitative research. Interns will be responsible for performing research and analysis, providing client project support, and working on special assignments and a variety of other tasks.
FairWinds Partners is the preeminent Domain Name Strategy consulting firm providing specialized domain name advisory services to major brand owners. We partner with clients to develop and manage the most effective and efficient domain name programs, which are tailored to the specific and dynamic market challenges and opportunities each company faces. Our customized services provide recommendations and solutions based upon our expertise in the areas of domain names, intellectual property, risk management and marketing. FairWinds domain name solutions are designed to promote and protect brands, drive revenue, reduce Internet-related expenses, increase and improve the quality of online traffic, and enhance online brand marketing and customer experiences.

(alicia.jones@fairwindspartners.com)

MARKETING, SALES & SERVICE: FUNCTION – ENTREPRENEUR

Maya McNulty
Owner
Up IN Your Business

Recruiting: We are looking for students who are enthusiastic, motivated, and want to have fun selling advertising on mobile apps. This is going to be the best and most fun years. There are no schedules, no quotas, and no hassle. Work when you want to. Join our company and work with a team of students that like to share great information on mobile phones, like to eat at great restaurants, enjoy shopping and like to have fun. If this job sounds ideal to you, then we want to talk to you.

Maya McNulty is the Host of SCENE TV Schenectady, Cable, Entertainment, News and Events which is televised in 19 counties. She is the owner of Up IN Your Business, an agency specializing in marketing, advertising and consulting of small to mid-size businesses. She’s the recipient of the 2013 Ambassador of the Year presented by Schenectady County Chamber, 2014 Path of Excellence Award presented by Time Warner Cable Business Class and 2013 Most Organized Entrepreneur Parent presented by Parentology. In July 2014, Mrs. McNulty created, developed and launched a mobile app that connects colleges and communities. The app is known as “Where to Shop and Dine.” The free app can be downloaded from Google Play store or Apple App store. Mrs. McNulty also volunteers her time to Junior Achievement at Schenectady High School teaching Entrepreneurship to high school seniors. Mrs. McNulty resides in Niskayuna, NY, with her husband and daughter. She enjoys watching her daughter play high school soccer and hosting pasta dinners.

(mayamcnulty@aol.com)

MARKETING, SALES & SERVICE: FUNCTION – INSURANCE SALES

Laura Nicolella
Coordinator
Aflac: www.aflac.com/

Recruiting: Students will have the opportunity to be a part of a Fortune 500 sales and marketing team. They will help with organizing, marketing and implementing enrollments. They will be a part of a well-rounded team of agents and coordinators whose number 1 goal is to help people every day with financial insecurities that come along with an accident, sickness, or surgery.

Before Laura Nicolella became a coordinator with Aflac, she taught children on the autism spectrum for over 10 years. She has been with Aflac for a year and a half and within that time she has been promoted from agent to coordinator in just nine months into her career. She loves what she does and does what she loves: helping people.

(laura_nicolella@us.aflac.com)
MARKETING, SALES & SERVICE: **FUNCTION — INSURANCE SALES**

**Amy Peters**  
*District Coordinator*  
Aflac: www.aflac.com/

**Recruiting:** Hiring for full time Aflac Representatives to service our existing clients and to build a book of business.

Amy Peters started working for Aflac in February 2009 because she loves helping and working with others. Ms. Peters began as an Aflac representative, moved into a coordinator-in-training position, and was promoted to district sales coordinator. Ms. Peters has qualified for three state conventions and two national conventions. She enjoys working for Aflac because of the flexible schedule, trips, awards, recognition and, most importantly, helping clients through an injury or sickness. Ms. Peters has found her perfect career match and looks forward to long success with a Fortune 500 company that was voted Top 100 Companies to Work each of the last 15 consecutive years.

(amy_peters@us.aflac.com)

---

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS: **FUNCTION — HIGHER EDUCATION**

**Carrie Fraser P'18**  
*Former Assistant Dean*  
Dartmouth College Thayer School of Engineering

Carrie Fraser P’18 is now a partner in a firm that works with technology companies for residential and commercial construction, to place the projects in resilient, sustainable housing developments. However, she was previously Assistant Dean at Dartmouth’s Thayer School of Engineering for three years from 2009-2012. During this role she was responsible for recruiting and admissions to the MS, MEM and Ph.D. Engineering graduate programs. Ms. Fraser welcomes the opportunity to help any STEM students or students interested in grad school at Dartmouth with career planning or discussions.

(frasercef@gmail.com)

---

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS: **FUNCTION — MANAGEMENT**

**Steve Hanagan**  
*Operations Plant Manager*  
GE Healthcare

Steve Hanagan is the plant manager of GE Healthcare Xray Detector Production factory in Troy, NY. He is responsible for safety, compliance, quality, delivery, operational costs, and capacity planning for the X-ray Detector factory in the RPI Tech Park. Mr. Hanagan’s experience in X-ray manufacturing includes glass vacuum tube production, x-ray tube cathode manufacturing, high voltage stability, Tube global autopsy leader and Six Sigma Master Black Belt. He holds a BS in mechanical engineering from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.

(Steven.Hanagan@ge.com)
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS: FUNCTION – MANAGEMENT

Michael Harrison
Advanced Manufacturing Engineering Manager
GE Healthcare

Michael Harrison is the engineering manager of GE Healthcare’s Advanced Manufacturing site that produces products that include Surface Mount Packages, Flexible Printed Circuits, Digital Displays, X-Ray Detectors and Assemblies. Mr. Harrison’s experience includes working with Semiconductor microelectronics for cell phones, Flat Panel Displays for medical devices, and composites for military jet engines. He holds a BS and MS from Clemson University in ceramic engineering/material science.

(Paul.Harrison1@ge.com)

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS: FUNCTION – OPERATIONS

Paul Janiszewski
Production Business Team Leader
GE Healthcare

Paul Janiszewski is the operations Manager (Semi-Conductor processing) of GE HealthCare’s manufacturing site that produces products that include Surface Mount Packages, Flexible Printed Circuits, X-Ray Detectors and Assemblies. Mr. Janiszewski’s experience includes amorphous silicon semiconductor processing, test engineering, program management, and assembly operations of medical X-Ray detectors. He holds a BS in electrical engineering from RPI.

(Paul.Janiszewski@ge.com)

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS: FUNCTION – BACTERIAL PATHOGENESIS

Rick Rest, PhD P’18
Professor, Microbiology & Immunology; Director, Professional Development & Postdoctoral Affairs
Drexel University College of Medicine

Dr. Rick Rest P’18 is Professor of Microbiology and Immunology, Director of the Center for Bacterial Pathogenesis and Biodefense in the Institute of Molecular Medicine and Infectious Disease, and Director of Professional Development and Postdoctoral Affairs, Division of Biomedical Sciences, the Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences and Professional Studies, Drexel University College of Medicine. He received his BS in Microbiology from UMass, Amherst, where he studied Listeria and macrophages, and his PhD in Bacterial Physiology from KU, Lawrence, where he studied Brucella metabolism. His postdoctoral studies with John Spitznagel at UNC, Chapel Hill, focused on human neutrophil antibacterial activity. Dr. Rest started his academic career at the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center, Tucson, before he joined Drexel Med (formerly Hahnemann University School of Medicine). Dr. Rest has 40 years’ experience as an academic researcher in bacterial pathogenesis. He has trained more than 30 graduate students and postdoctoral researchers who have focused on the mechanisms and expression of virulence factors of Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Neisseria meningitidis and Bacillus anthracis. Dr. Rest directs the Scientific Integrity (Responsible Conduct of Research) course required of all biomed graduate students at Drexel Med, directs and/or teaches in other biomedical graduate courses, teaches in the medical microbiology course, and facilitates in the Drexel Med small group, problem-based learning curriculum, called the Program for Integrated Learning (PIL). He sits on academic committees, reviews for NIH study sections, and is a member of the editorial boards of Infection and Immunity and the Journal of Infectious Diseases. He is the past chair of the Postdoctoral Leaders Section of the Association of American Medical Colleges GREAT (Graduate Research Education and Training) group. Dr. Rest is passionate about mentoring students, trainees and colleagues, is fervent about raising awareness of the responsible conduct of research within the academy, and believes that good mentoring is inseparable from good science.

(rickrest@drexelmed.edu)
Donald Walker P’15 provides technical management and support in AECOM’s wet-weather practice area. He is experienced in the planning, design, and construction management of wastewater collection systems and treatment plants, specializing in facilities for the control of storm water and combined sewer overflows. He was involved in the planning, design and implementation of projects in the Greater Boston area related to the Boston Harbor clean-up, including a 2-mile long, 17-foot diameter tunnel in South Boston that has significantly reduced wet weather discharges to the beaches along the shoreline in South Boston. He is currently involved in a similar wet weather planning program in New York City, as well as a major program in San Francisco to upgrade that city’s infrastructure to maintain regulatory compliance, achieve seismic resiliency, and address future sea level rise. Mr. Walker’s educational background includes a BA in environmental studies from Middlebury College, a BS in civil engineering from Northeastern University, and an MS in environmental engineering from Northeastern University. AECOM is a global provider of professional technical and management support services to a broad range of markets, including environmental, transportation, facilities, and energy. With more than 43,000 employees around the world, AECOM provides a blend of global reach, local knowledge, innovation, and technical excellence in delivering solutions that enhance and sustain the world’s built, natural, and social environments.

(_donald.walker@aecom.com_)
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